OUR RECYCLED TIMBER
PRODUCTS AND PROCESS
We source all of our reclaimed timber locally from the Hunter Region and nearby surrounds. The majority of our timber is
recycled Australian hardwood, carefully salvaged from demolished homes, commercial premises such as factories and
warehouses, and other properties in the area.
The Round 2 Timbers aesthetic uses recycled timber that is unique and full of character. Due to the nature of recycled
timber, all our bespoke and custom-made products will come with some natural imperfections and aged characteristics that
may include nail holes, gum veins, grain pattern, knots, saw marks, rust staining and other marks which remain as evidence
of a previous life.
We routinely fill and stabilise these features which gives our products their distinct and individual characteristics.
Variances in tone and colour can occur from one board to another, even if sourced from the same location at the same time.
This can also be a result of our timber growing in natural forest conditions as opposed to plantation timber which is fast
grown in controlled conditions. This diagram is our step by step process for recycling timber.

Our Process - Giving Old Timber New Life
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Batched by Colour
For most orders we batch our timber by colour; Mixed Browns,
Mixed Reds or a combination.
We cannot 100% guarantee the species of timber we stock as
it is sourced from demolitions.
Our samples and imagery demonstrate the general style and
quality of our products but the end result will ultimately differ.
We do our best to ensure that our products are a suitable
match and of high quality, however it is impossible to
eliminate all risks associated with using a natural reclaimed
product.

Species:
Generally our timber falls into:
Mixed Browns:
Blackbutt, Spotted Gum,
Tallowwood, Messmate,
Stringybark.
Mixed Reds (including Pink):
Red Gum, Red Ironbark, Red
Mahogany, Blue Gum, Brush Box,
Rose Gum.
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